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Abstract
We continue the development of SAFF by examining the cases where there are N fermionic degrees of freedom associated
with a 0-brane. These actions correspond to the interaction of the N-extended super-Virasoro algebra with the supergraviton
and the associated SO(N) gauge field that accompanies the supermultiplet. The superfield formalism is used throughout so that
supersymmetry is explicit.
PACS: 04.65.+e; 11.15.-q; 11.25.-w; 12.60.J
1. Introduction
In the literature there has been some focus on the
role that diffeomorphisms play in the development of
both classical and quantum gravity through string the-
ories. One particular approach uses the Virasoro al-
gebra and its dual (the coadjoint representation) as a
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guide to these developments [1,2]. This approach dif-
fers from theories of gravity that are based purely on
geometry since it is the Lie derivative, as opposed to
the covariant derivative, which is at the center stage.
Since the Lie derivative exists in any dimension, this
approach allows one to get a foothold on gravitation
on the two-dimensional string worldsheet. From this
viewpoint, the Virasoro algebra corresponds to the
time independent Lie derivative of contravariant vec-
tor fields, while the isotropy equations on the coad-
joint orbits serve as extensions of the Gauss’ Law con-
straints from Yang–Mills theories. Actions that admit
these constraints when evaluated on two-dimensional
surfaces were constructed in [1,2]. Recently [3], these
actions were extended to the super-Virasoro algebra
for one supersymmetry (N = 1). Since the two gen-
ders of particles, fermions and bosons, are placed on
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equal footing through smooth continuous transforma-
tions, these actions were dubbed affirmative actions.
Another way to conceptualize this work is to view
our problem as an attempt to couple a NSR 0-brane
with N -extended supersymmetry to a background
containing 2D, (N,0) supergravity fields. This is an
extension of the well-known conformal σ -model tech-
nique. There one couples the massless compositions
of a string theory via a world sheet action to the string.
Conformal invariance of the world sheet σ -model then
imposes the equations of motion on the massless com-
posites.
In our study, we introduce an NSR 0-brane de-
scribed by coordinates τ and ζ I (I = 1, . . . ,N ) such
that vector fields constructed from these coordinates
naturally carry an arbitrary N and model-independent
representation of the super-Virasoro algebra. These
vector fields provide a representation of the centerless
super-Virasoro algebra. As a benefit of such a geomet-
rical approach, the generators of the super-Virasoro al-
gebra naturally possess a set of transformation laws
under the action of the group. Consequently, the coad-
joint elements to the generators also naturally obtain
a set of transformation law. By demanding that these
coadjoint elements be embedded within background
fields and preserve the symmetries of the coadjoint el-
ements, restrictions on the backgrounds are derived.
Thus a major problem for us is to find constructions
that respect these symmetries within this approach.
The purpose of this work is to show that we
can extend these actions to N supersymmetries for
chiral two-dimensional models using the results found
in Ref. [4] as a guide. However, in this work we
will focus on a superfield formulation as opposed
to the component construction. Two superfields are
used in the construction, one corresponds to the
N -extended prepotentials associated with the graviton
while the other is the prepotential associated with the
gauge superfield that accompanies the internal SO(N)
symmetry that is now local.
2. N = 1 affirmative actions
For the sake of continuity we quickly review
some of the results of Ref. [3]. Consider the super-
Virasoro algebra which contains the bosonic Virasoro
generators Lm, m ∈ Z, and fermionic generators Gµ,
µ ∈ Z or Z + 12 , and a central charge cˆ. Its algebra is
given by
[Lm,Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n + 18 cˆ
(
m3 −m)δm+n,0I,
[Lm,Gµ] =
(
1
2
m−µ
)
Gm+µ,
(1){Gµ,Gν} = −i4Lµ+ν − i 12 cˆ
(
µ2 − 1
4
)
δµ+ν,0I.
One can show [7] that this algebra can be represented
with superfields by writing,
A(z, ζ )=
∞∑
m=−∞
(
Amzm+1
)
(2)+ 2ζ
∞∑
µ=−∞
(
Aµzµ+1/2
)
,
where for now ζ is simply a one-dimensional Grass-
mann coordinate3 (later we use θ to denote the
spacetime Grassmann supercoordinate variable). The
generic element of the algebra written in Eq. (2) has an
equivalent representation as a doublet (A(Z), a) with
Z = {z, ζ }. Then, in terms of derivations on the super-
field the commutation relations appear as [6,7][[
(A,a)(B,b)
]]
=
(
(∂A)B −A∂B − i 1
2
(DA)(DB),
(3)
∮
dZ
(
∂2DA)B),
where A and B are adjoint elements and
(4)D = ∂
∂ζ
+ i
2
ζ
∂
∂z
, dZ = dz
2πi
dζ.
D implies D2 = i2∂z = 12 {D,D}.
Now we can take an adjoint superfield, say F , and
act on a coadjoint element B as a Lie derivative and
supersymmetry transformation to find [5,7]
δFB
 =−FD2B − 1
2
DFDB
(5)− 3
2
D2FB + qD5F,
3 We can also refer to this as the NSR 0-brane Grassmann
coordinate.
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where F has the decompositionF = ξ+ iζ " andB =
(u + iζD,b) = (u,D,b). The isotropy equation
(stability equation) for the coadjoint element B is
given by setting Eq. (5) to zero. This determines
the subalgebra that will leave the coadjoint vector B
invariant. In terms of component fields this becomes
the two coupled equations
(6)−ξ∂D − 1
2
"∂u− 3
2
∂"u+ b∂3ξ − 2∂ξD = 0,
(7)−ξ∂u− 1
2
"D− 3
2
∂ξu+ q∂2" = 0
with ∂ = ∂z. These equations are part of the field equa-
tions one extracts from the affirmative action. They
have a direct analog to the Gauss’ Law constraints
found in Yang–Mills.
In order to embed this into two dimensions, we re-
place the 1D Grassmann variable ζ with 2-dimensional
chiral Majorana spinors ζ α . Then the supersymmetric
covariant derivative operator becomes
(8)Dµ = ∂µ − i2γ
N
νµζ
ν∂N .
With this
(9){Dµ,Dν} = −iγ Nµν
∂
∂zN
,
where γMµν is the associated Gamma matrix. We will
use capital Latin indices for spacetime indices and
small Greek for spinor indices. With these γMαβ ’s we
also introduce γ aαβ such that
(10)γ Aαβγ Bβλ =
1
2
δλαη
AB + 1
2
ΣABλα ,
where ΣABλα is antisymmetric in its spacetime indices.
Then, for example, an adjoint element is promoted
to a vector superfield, F , and has a ζ expansion
FM = (ξM + ζ αγMαβ"β + σζµζ αγ Nµα) while a two
dimensional coadjoint element is promoted to the
3/2 spin superfield BµM = (ΥµM + ζ αγ NαβDMN +
ζ αζ βγ Nµ[αAβ]MN). The transformation of BµM with
respect to FN is
δFBµM = FN∂NBµM + ∂MFNBµN + 12
(
∂NF
N
)
BµM
(11)+ i(DλFNγ λνN )DνBµM.
This is seen as the Lie derivative with respect to FM
on the spacetime index in the first three summands
followed by a supersymmetry transformation on BµM
with "ν ≡ (DλFNγ λνN ). This combination of a Lie
derivative and supersymmetry transformation is a nat-
ural extension of the Lie derivative. The supersymmet-
ric isotropy equation in higher dimensions can now
be thought of as setting δFBµM to zero. Then those
fields F that satisfy this condition make up a sub-
space of vector fields that form the isotropy algebra
forBµM . In order to be consistent with conformal field
theory, every spinor index will carry a density weight
of 1/2. Thus the superfield BµN is a tensor density
with weight 1/2.
3. Prepotentials for superdiffeomorphisms and
SO(N)
3.1. The components of the algebra and its dual
There have been many N -Extended super-confor-
mal algebras posed in the literature [8]. However we
will focus on the N -extended super-Virasoro algebra
proposed in [10]. There one has
GIA ≡ iτA+1/2
[
∂I − i2ζ I ∂τ
]
+ 2
(
A+ 1
2
)
τA−1/2ζ I ζK∂K,
LA ≡−
[
τA+1∂τ + 12 (A+ 1)τ
Aζ I ∂I
]
,
T IJA ≡ τA
[
ζ I ∂J − ζ J ∂I ],
U
I1···Iq
A ≡ i(i)[
q
2 ]τ (A−
(q−2)
2 )ζ I1 · · · ζ Iq−1∂Iq ,
q = 3, . . . ,N + 1,
R
I1···Ip
A ≡ (i)[
p
2 ]τ (A−
(p−2)
2 )ζ I1 · · · ζ Ip∂τ ,
(12)p = 2, . . . ,N,
where N is the number of supersymmetries. Here we
have used the notational conventions of [10]. In [4]
one uses the dual representation of the algebra in order
to develop a field theory. This idea is very different
from that used in so-called conformal field theories
as in this approach there are no fields external to
the algebra (actually its dual) introduced, that is no
model or Lagrangian is introduced that is exterior to
the algebra. The impetus behind the construction of
the Lagrangian is for its field equations to correspond
to constraints that arise on the coadjoint orbits.
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Table 1
Tensors associated with the algebra
Element of algebra Transformation rule Tensor structure
LA→ η η→−ξ ′η+ ξη′ ηa
GIA→ χI χI →−ξ
(
χI
)′ + 12 ξ ′χI χI ;α
T RS → tRS tRS →−ξ(tRS)′ tRS
UV1 ···Vn →wV1···Vn wV1 ···Vn →−ξ(wV1···Vn )′ − 12 (n− 2)ξ ′wV1···Vn wV1···Vn;aα1···αn
R
T1···Tn
A → rT1 ···Tn rT1 ···Tn →−
(
rT1 ···Tn
)′
ξ − 12 (n− 2)ξ ′rT1···Tn r
T1···Tn;a
α1···αn
Table 2
Tensors associated with the dual of the algebra
Dual element of algebra Transformation rule Tensor structure
LA→D D→−2ξ ′D − ξD′ Dab
GIA→ψI ψI →−ξ
(
ψI
)′ − 32 ξ ′ψI ψIaα
T RS →ARS ARS →−(ξ)′ARS − ξ(ARS)′ ARSa
UV1 ···Vn → ωV1···Vn ωV1···Vn →−ξ(ωV1···Vn )′ − (2− n2 )ξ ′ωV1 ···Vn ωV1 ···Vn;α1···αnab
R
T1···Tr
A → ρT1 ···Tr ρT1···Tr →−
(
ρT1 ···Tr
)′
ξ − (2− r2 )ξ ′ρT1···Tr ρT1 ···Tr ;α1 ···αrab
The elements of the algebra can be realized as fields
whose tensor properties can be determined by they
way they transform under one dimensional coordinate
transformations. How each field transforms under
a Lie derivative with respect to ξ are summarized
below. In conformal field theory these transformation
laws characterize the fields by weight and spin. Here
we treat the algebraic elements as one dimensional
tensors so that higher-dimensional realizations can be
achieved.
In Table 1 we have used capital Latin letters, such
as I, J,K to represent SO(N) indices, small Latin let-
ters to represent tensor indices, and small Greek let-
ters for spinor indices. Spinors with their indices up
transform as scalar tensor densities of weight one (1)
while those with their indices down transform as scalar
densities of weight minus one (−1). For example, the
generator UV1V2V3 has a tensor density realization of
contravariant tensor with rank one and weight −3/2
living in the N × N × N representation of SO(N),
i.e., ωV1V2V3;aα1α2α3 . This is the first step at identifying a
spectrum of physical fields that have a natural connec-
tion to the algebra. The completion of this identifica-
tion comes from identifying the tensors related to the
coadjoint representation. The transformation laws for
the coadjoint elements and tensor representation are in
Table 2. We will raise and lower the SO(N) indices
using the 1 matrix, while the spinor indices are raised
and lowered with Cαβ and Cαβ .
Thus for N supersymmetries there is one rank two
tensor Dab , N spin-3/2 fields ψI , a spin-1 covariant
tensor ARS that serves as the N(N − 1)/2 SO(N)
gauge potentials associated with the supersymmetries,
and N(2N −N − 1) fields for both the ωV1···Vp fields
and ρT1···Tp sectors.
We would like to capture these component fields
into superfields and write an action in terms of these
superfields. One can see from the above table that at
least two distinct superfields will be needed to absorb
the field content. These two superfields will constitute
a diffeomorphism sector and a gauge sector for the
SO(N) gauge symmetry.
3.2. The chiral diffeomorphism superfield
Instead of using component fields we would like a
superfield formulation of the algebra that can be used
to construct an N -extended version of the affirmative
action found in [3]. Just as in the above reference
we will write the action using tensor notation so
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that future extension to higher dimensions and non-
chirality can follow easily. Our focus will be on the
two-dimensional models, so we will assume in what
follows that the Grassmann variables are Majorana
and chiral. Therefore in this section we will display a
fermionic index, “α” say, with the understanding that
it is a one-dimensional index.
Recall that up to the central extension the Virasoro
algebra (or Witt algebra) may be realized as the one-
dimensional reduction of the Lie algebra of vector
fields. Consider the vector fields ξa and ηa . We know
that the Lie derivative of ηa with respect to ξa is given
by
(13)Lξ ηa =−ξb∂bηa + ηb∂bξa = (ξ ◦ η)a,
and further that
(14)[Lξ ,Lη] = Lξ◦η.
Now consider the superfields F = (ξn,χJ,β) and G =
(ηn,ψK;α). We are assuming that we have Majorana
fermions. Define the derivative operator DI ;ν through
(15){DI ;µ,DJ ;ν} = −iδIJ γ nµν
∂
∂zn
.
This implies that
(16)DI ;µ = ∂
ζ I ;µ
− δIJ i2ζ
J ;νγ mνµ
∂
∂zn
.
The super-Virasoro algebra contains both a diffeomor-
phism as well as a supersymmetry transformation with
DI ;µ. We can construct vector fields
(17)F = ξn ∂
∂zn
+ 1
2
χJ ;βDJ ;β,
and
(18)G= ηn ∂
∂zn
+ 1
2
ψJ ;βDJ ;β.
The commutator of F and G is
[F,G] =
[
ξn
∂
∂zn
+ 1
2
χJ ;βDJ ;β, ηm ∂
∂zm
+ 1
2
ψI ;αDI ;α
]
=
{
ξn
∂
∂zn
ηm − ηm ∂
∂zm
ηn
+ 1
2
χJ ;β
(DJ ;βηm)− 12ψK;α(DK;αξm)
+ i
(
1
2
χJ ;β
)(
1
2
ψK;α
)
δJKγ nβα
}
∂
∂zn
+
{
−1
4
(
χJ ;β
(DJ ;βψK;α)
+ψJ ;β(DJ ;βχK;α))
(19)
+ i
2
(
ξn
∂
∂zn
ψK;α − ηn ∂
∂zn
χK;α
)}
DK;α.
With this in place we can now naturally extend the
vector fields ξn to N supersymmetries. Let
(20)ζ I1···Im;α1···αm ≡ ζ [I1;α1 · · · ζ Im;αm],
then an N -extension of the vector field ξn is given by
the vector superfield Fn, where
Fn = ξn + χnI1;α1ζ I1;α1 + rnI1I2;α1α2ζ I1I2;α1α2
(21)+ · · · + rnI1···IN ;α1···αN ζ I1···IN ;α1···αN .
This superfield contains the superpartner that is used to
perform the supersymmetric translation. With this we
can write the superdiffeomorphism vector field that is
analogous to the one used in Eq. (19) as
(22)F = Fn ∂
∂zn
+ δAB(DA;αFn)γ αβn DB;β.
The Fn superfield contains the field content of the
LA,GIA, and R
T1···Tr
A generators seen in Table 1. Note
that χIα = δII1γ α1αn χnI1;α1 .
However the centrally extended contributions de-
mand that we also consider the prepotential
FnI1···IN ;α1···αN given by
FnI1···IN ;α1···αN
≡ ξnζ I1···IN ;α1···αN + χn[I1···IN−1;αN−10 ζ IN ;αN ]
+ rn[I1IN−2;α1αN−20 ζ IN−1IN−2;αN−1αN−2]
(23)+ · · · + rnI1···IN ;α1···αN0 ,
where the “0” subscripted fields are the prepotentials
defining the elements of Fn through
(24)Fn =DI1;α1 · · ·DIN ;αNFnI1···IN ;α1···αN .
Then one may write down the commutation relations
for centrally extended elements as
(25)[[(F, a), (G,b)]]= ([F,G], 〈〈F,G〉〉),
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where the two cocycle 〈〈F,G〉〉 is defined as
〈〈F,G〉〉 ≡ ic
24π
∫
dzdζI1···IN ;α1···αN
× ((Fn)′′′GmI1···IN ;α1···αN
(26)− (Gn)′′′FmI1···IN ;α1···αN ).
In one dimension the tensor indices m and n
are not relevant but simply let us keep track of the
transformation properties of the fields which will be
useful in higher dimensions. The integrand transforms
as a scalar density in one dimension. This preserves
the N = 0 form of the two cocycle used for the central
extension of the Virasoro algebra.
To continue we need the dual elements of these vec-
tor fields. This implies that there exists a bilinear two
form 〈∗|∗〉 that is invariant under diffeomorphisms.
Consider the dual of Fn for N supersymmetries. In
one dimension one has a pairing that can be repre-
sented tensorially as the integral〈
(F, a)
∣∣(B, bˆ)〉
=
∫
dzp dζα1;I1 · · ·dζαN ;IN
(27)× FnBI1···IN ;α1···αNnp + abˆ.
In one dimension Fp is considered a rank one con-
travariant vector field, while BI1···IN ;α1···αNnp is a quad-
ratic differential with density −N/2. In higher dimen-
sions we will take advantage of the fact that √g Fab
transforms like Fa in one coordinate. The invariant in-
tegral in k dimensions will be written as
〈B|F 〉 =
∫
dzk dζα1;I1 · · ·dζαN ;IN
(28)×√g FnpBI1···IN ;α1···αNnp .
For now, we use the one-dimensional commutators
and pairing to write the transformation law for the
coadjoint elements as
δFB
I1···IN ;α1···αN
np
=−Fm∂mBI1···IN ;α1···αNnp −BI1···IN ;α1···αNmp ∂nFm
−BI1···IN ;α1···αNnm ∂pFm
+ N
2
(
∂mF
m
)
BI1···IN ;α1···αNnp
(29)+ bˆc∇n∇p∇mFmI1···IN ;α1···αN .
The transformation shows that BI1···IN ;α1···αNnp trans-
forms as a rank two tensor due to its n and p indices
and for each contravariant fermion index we have as-
signed a density of weight −1/2.
In terms of the fields in Table 2, the field
B
I1···IN ;α1···αN
np has a decomposition of
BI1···IN ;α1···αNnp
=Dnpζ I1···IN ;α1···αN +ψ [I1;α1np ζ I2···IN ;α2···αN ]
+ ρ[I1I2;α1α2np ζ I3···IN ;α3···αN ]
(30)+ · · · + ρI1···IN ;α1···αNnp ,
with the 3/2 spin field ψIaα in Table 2 satisfying,
(31)ψIaα =ψI ;α1ap γ pα1α.
In the construction of the actions that follow we
will need to define Fn in terms of the superfield
B
I1···IN ;α1···αN
np . For the moment let us ignore the
SO(N ) gauge symmetry that has been induced by the
T IJM generators. We will use a tilde as a reminder of
this. Then we may write
(32)B˜np =DI1;α1 · · ·DIN ;αNBI1···IN ;α1···αNnp .
Since Fn will generate time-independent coordinate
transformations, we assign Fn = B˜n0 . Before we put
these ingredients into an action we must deal with the
SO(N) symmetry.
3.3. The SO(N) gauge superfield
In the previous section we ignored the SO(N )
gauge field that has become manifest due to the fact
that the T IJ generators transform as scalar fields while
their dual elements transform as vector fields under
diffeomorphisms. Again we would like to cast the
algebra into the tidy language of superfields. Consider
the superfields ΛI ;α that enjoy the ζ expansion in
terms of the fields found in Table 1,
ΛI ;α =wI ;α + tIJ ζ J ;α +wI1;α1ζ I1I ;α1α
+ · · · +wI1···IN−1;α1···αN−1
(33)× ζ I1···IN−1,I ;α1···αN−1,α.
Here wI ;α =wI ;aβ γ βαa , while tIJ is the antisymmetric
field found in Table 1. A generic element is then
(34)Λ=ΛJ ;α ∂
∂ζ J ;α
.
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We introduce the algebraic prepotential
ΛII1···IN ;αα1···αN through
(35)ΛJ ;α =DI1;α1 · · ·DIN ;αNΛI [I1···IN ];α[α1···αN ].
Then the centrally extended commutation relations
can be written as
(36)[[(Λ,λ), (Ω,µ)]]= ([Λ,Ω], 〈〈Λ,Ω〉〉),
where the one-dimensional two cocycle for the algebra
is
〈〈Λ,Ω〉〉 = k
∫
dzp dζI1···IN ;α1···αN
× ((DJ ;αΛI ;α)′DN;βΩM[I1···IN ];β[a1···αN ]
− (DJ ;αΩI ;α)′
(37)×DN;βΛM[I1···IN ];β[a1···αN ]
)
δJNIM .
The δJNIM allows us to show that the SO(N ) invariant
trace and is defined as
(38)δJNIM ≡ δIMδJN − δNI δJM.
Again notice that the derivative in one dimension has
the affect of changing a scalar into a scalar density.
Thus the integral is invariant under one-dimensional
diffeomorphisms.
Again we would like to extract a dimension inde-
pendent description of the dual elements of the SO(N)
adjoint. Here we use the fact that in one dimension
ΛI ;α transforms the same way as √gΛI ;αp. This de-
vice allows us to find a dimension independent de-
scription of the dual of the algebra. The pairing be-
tween a centrally extended element, say (ΛI ;α, a), and
a coadjoint element is then〈
(Λ,a)
∣∣(A,β)〉
=
∫
dzk dζI1···IN ;α1···αN
√
g
(39)×ΛI ;αpAI1···IN ;α1···αNI ;αp + aβ.
The dual element has the ζ decomposition
A
I1···IN ;α1···αN
I ;αp = ωI ;αpζ I1···IN ;α1···αN
+ω[I1;α1I ;αp ζ I2···IN ;a2···aN ]
(40)+ · · · +ωI1···IN ;α1···αNI ;αp
the dual element with respect to ΩI ;α is
δΩA
I1···IN ;α1···αN
I ;αp
=−ΩJ ;βDJ ;βAI1···IN ;α1···αNI ;αp
+ (DI ;βΩJ ;β)AI1···IN ;α1···αNJ ;αp
− (DJ ;βΩJ ;β)AI1···IN ;α1···αNI ;αp
(41)
+ bˆkDJ ;βDN;α∇pΩM[I1···IN ];β[α1···αN ]δJNIM ,
This transformation law is the Lie derivative on the
SO(N) group manifold where only the “I” index
is recognized, since the other SO(N) indices were
contracted with the SO(N) volume form. Notice that
the coadjoint element transforms as a tensor density
of weight 1 due to the penultimate term in the
transformation law.
The gauge field can be extracted from the superpo-
tential by writing
(42)AIJp =DI2;α2 · · ·DIN ;αNAI [I2···IN ];α[α2···αN ]J ;αp .
We can then build an SO(N) covariant derivative
operator so that the covariant derivative on a vector
living in the left regular representation, say BLq , is
∇pBMq = ∂pBMq − Γ rpqBMr
(43)+AJIpBLq
(
δILδ
M
J − δJLδIM
)
,
Then Eq. (32) may be written as
(44)Bnp =∇I1;α1 · · ·∇IN ;αNBI1···IN ;α1···αNnp .
4. The N -extended affirmative action
We are now in a position to construct the affirmative
action. In [3] the principles used to construct the
N = 1 action were distilled into a short procedure. In
the N = 0 case, the action is written as
SN=0 =−
∫
dnx
√
g
1
q
(
XlmrDarXmla
+ 2XlmrDlaXarm
)
−
∫
dnx
√
g
(
1
4
Xabb∇l∇mXlma
(45)+ β
2
XbgaXbga
)
,
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where Dmn is the N = 0 remnant of the superfield
B
I1···IN ;α1···αN
mn and Xmnr =∇rDmn .
To the extent possible, we will use the N = 0 action
as a prototype to building the N -extended affirmative
action. The construction goes in the following stages:
1. Contract the conjugate momentum of the field
with the variation of the field:
(a) N = 0:
(46)L0 =Xij0
(
ξ l∂lDij +Dlj∂iξ l +Dil∂j ξ l
)
.
(b) N -extended:
The physical fields are contained in the superfield
B
I1···IN ;α1···αN
mn and the variation is with respect to the
superfield Fm. We use the derivative operator∇p from
Eq. (43) which is covariant with respect to the SO(N)
symmetry and general coordinate transformations.
The BI1···IN ;α1···αNmn field lives in the direct product
space of N left regular representations. In order to
recover the N = 0 results we write
(47)L0th =∇0B{I }pq δBpq{I },
where
(48)B{I }pq ≡ BI1···IN ;α1···αNpq
and
δBI1···IN ;α1···αNnp
=−Fm∇mBI1···IN ;α1···αNnp −BI1···IN ;α1···αNmp ∇nFm
−BI1···IN ;α1···αNnm ∇pFm
+ N
2
(∇mFm)BI1···IN ;α1···αNnp
(49)+ bˆc∇n∇p∇mFmI1···IN ;α1···αN .
2. Replace the fields Fm(ξi) with a spacetime
component of the field, Bm0 (D
a
0 ):
(a) N = 0:
L1st =XLM0
(
D0
A∇ADLM +DAM∇LD0A
(50)+DLA∇MD0A
)
.
(b) N -extended:
L1st =∇0Bnp{I }
(
−Bm0 ∇mBI1···IN ;α1···αNnp
−BI1···IN ;α1···αNmp ∇nBm0
−BI1···IN ;α1···αNnm ∇pBm0
+ N
2
(∇mBm0 )BI1···IN ;α1···αNnp
(51)+ bˆc∇n∇p∇mBmI1···IN ;α1···αN0
)
.
3. Extend the time directions to covariant direc-
tions:
(a) N = 0:
Lint =XLMR
(
DR
A∇ADLM +DAM∇LDRA
(52)+DLA∇MDRA
)
.
(b) N -extended:
Lint =∇qBnp{I }
(
−Bmq ∇mBI1···IN ;α1···αNnp
−BI1···IN ;α1···αNmp ∇nBmq
−BI1···IN ;α1···αNnm ∇pBmq
+ N
2
(∇mBmq )BI1···IN ;α1···αNnp
+ bˆc∇n∇p∇mBmI1···IN ;α1···αNq
)
(53)=∇aB{I }pq Bpqa{I } .
At this point one may add the symplectic part of
the Lagrangian to the above and write the N -extended
superdiffeomorphism contribution to the action as
SN-diff =
∫
d2x dnζ
√
g
{
1
q
∇aB{I }pq Bpqa{I }
(54)+ β
2
∇aB{I }pq ∇aBpq{I }
}
,
where q = bˆc, the “charge” of the superdiffeomor-
phism field times the central extension.
In a similar way the SO(N ) gauge field has a
contribution to the action given by
SSO(N) = kbˆ
∫
d2x dnζ
√
g
(
F {I }qp
)LM(
F
qp
{I }
)CD
(55)× (δLCδMD − δLDδMC).
Here
FLM{I }qp = ∂[qAp]LM{I }
(56)− 1
kbˆ
ABA[q A
JN{I }
p] fAB,JN
LM,
where the vector potential is defined through Eqs. (40),
(42). The SO(N) structure constants fAB,JN,LM may
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be written as
f AB,IJ,LM = δAI δBLδJM + δBLδLAδIM
(57)− δAJ δBLδIM − δBI δALδMJ .
There is one more contribution to this action that
has to be accounted for and that is the interaction
between the superdiffeomorphism field and the gauge
field. In [4] it was shown that the coadjoint elements
also transform under gauge transformation. In terms of
the GR generators one has, for example, that
(58)δtIJ D =
1
2
(
tIJ
)′
ALM(δILδJM − δIMδLJ )
as well as the corresponding relationship that
(59)δξAIJ =−ξ
(
AIJ
)′ − (ξ)′AIJ .
We have already seen this second transformation from
Table 2, which was used to show that AIJ transforms
as a vector under time-independent coordinate trans-
formations. The first relationship is dual to this co-
ordinate transformation. Such dual relationships have
been discussed at length in [2] and [9] and consti-
tute new interaction Lagrangians between the gauge
fields and the diffeomorphism fields. The vanishing
of the transformation laws determines the condition
for the isotropy algebra. This condition it realized as
a constraint equation when the adjoint elements are
replaced with the conjugate momenta. This follows
since the conjugate variables transform the same way
as the adjoint elements under time-independent trans-
formations. Therefore a new interaction term between
the gauge sector and the superdiffeomorphism sector
must be present.
In order to illustrate this we recall the result of [2].
There one considers the interactions due to an affine
Lie algebra interacting with the Virasoro algebra.
The coadjoint elements transform under simultaneous
coordinate and gauge transformations as
δFB =
(
ξ(θ),Λ(θ), a
) ∗ (D(θ),A(θ),µ)
(60)= (δD(θ), δA(θ),0).
Here F = (ξ(θ),Λ(θ), a) is an arbitrary adjoint ele-
ment, while B = (D(θ),A(θ),µ) is the coadjoint ele-
ment. The components of the variation are
(61)δD = 2ξ ′D +D′ξ + cµ
24π
ξ ′′′ − Tr(AΛ′)
and
(62)δA=A′ξ + ξ ′A− [ΛA−AΛ] + kµΛ′.
This leads to the interaction Lagrangian,
(63)√g F rl(Dar∂aA˜l + A˜a∂lDar − ∂r(DalA˜a)),
where
A˜m =Am − V −1∂mV.
The V field corresponds to the WZNW field that
maintains gauge invariance in the interaction of the
gauge field with the diffeomorphism field. In fact the
vacuum expectation value of V in the two-dimensional
case in [1] is the identity. We then also require a
symplectic contribution to the action for this field and
write it as
SV =m2A
∫ √
g
(
V −1∂mV −Am
)(
V−1∂nV −An
)
(64)× (gmn +Dmn)dnx.
The coupling constant m2A is to suggest a dynamical
origin of a mass for the gauge field about the vacuum
expectation value for V .
Using the results of [2] we may write the corre-
sponding interaction term between the superdiffeo-
morphism superfield and the SO(N ) super-gauge field
as
Sint = kbˆ
qβ
∫
d2x dnζ
√
g
(
Fab{I }
)LM
× (−Bna ∂nA˜AB{I }m − Γ pamA˜AB{I }p )
× (δLAδMB − δLBδMA)
− kbˆ
qβ
∫
d2x dnζ
√
g
(
Fab{I }
)LM(
A˜AB{I }n ∇bBna
)
× (δLAδMB − δLBδMA)
+ kbˆ
qβ
∫
d2x dnζ
√
g Fab{I }
LM
×
(
N
2
(∇nBna )A˜AB{I }b
)
+m2A
∫
d2x dnζ
√
g A˜ABa{I }
(65)× (A˜CD{I } )a(δACδBD − δADδBC).
The superfield A˜IJp = AIJp − V IJp . It is the analog
of A˜p in the N = 0 case mentioned above. The
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corresponding WZNW field is defined so that V IJp ≡
Dα1 · · ·DαN V IJ I1···IN ;α1···αNp is pure gauge. The full
chiral N -extended affirmative action is then
SNχAA =
∫
d2x dnζ
√
g
×
{
1
q
∇aB{I }pq Bpqa{I } +
β
2
∇aB{I }pq ∇aBpq{I }
}
+ kbˆ
∫
d2x dnζ
√
g
(
F {I }qp
)LM(
F
qp
{I }
)CD
× (δLCδMD − δLDδMC)
+ kbˆ
qβ
∫
d2x dnζ
√
g
(
Fab{I }
)LM
× (−Bna ∂nA˜AB{I }m − Γ pamA˜AB{I }p )
× (δLAδMB − δLBδMA)
− kbˆ
qβ
∫
d2x dnζ
√
g
(
Fab{I }
)LM
× (A˜AB{I }n ∇bBna )
× (δLAδMB − δLBδMA)
+ kbˆ
qβ
∫
d2x dnζ
√
g Fab{I }
LM
×
(
N
2
(∇nBna )A˜AB{I }b
)
+m2A
∫
d2x dnζ
√
g A˜ABa{I }
(
A˜CD{I }
)a
(66)× (δACδBD − δADδBC).
5. Conclusions
We have constructed an action for two dimensional
chiral supergravity interacting with the N -extended
Virasoro group using methods developed in Refs. [1,
2]. The N -extended theory requires two superfields to
carry the physical fields and auxiliary fields through
a supersymmetric explicit construction. These two
superfields correspond to the multiplet containing
the gravitational fields related to the dual of the
N -extended super-Virasoro algebra [10] and another
superfield to support the gauged SO(N) vector po-
tential that arises from gauging the N supersymmetry
generators. One finds that a new superfield, V IJp , be-
comes manifest in order to maintain the SO(N) gauge
symmetry. In later work we will examine whether su-
persymmetry can be spontaneously broken when this
field takes a vacuum expectation value.
The appearance of the superfields BI1···IN ;α1···αNnp
and AI [I2···IN ];α[α2···αN ]J ;αp are very suggestive that in a
completely geometrical approach to the description
of 2D, (N,0) supergravity, these quantities could play
the role of supergravity prepotentials. Should such an
interpretation be viable, then the representation the-
ory of the supergravity prepotentials in the context
of 2D, (N,0) supergravity will have been shown to
be a direct consequence of the geometrical arbitrary
N and model-independent realization of the super-
Virasoro algebra. Thus a future challenge of this line
of investigation is to show that this algebra approach
leads to the unconstrained supergravity variables re-
quired for the curved superspace. If we anticipate suc-
cess in these efforts, then a pressing problem becomes
their extension first to non-chiral 2D, (N,N ) super-
gravity theories and beyond to even more complicated
higher-dimensional theories. If these off-shell theories
can be interpreted as the toric reduction of higher-
dimensional theories, then we will have a proof that
all unconstrained supergravity theories are representa-
tions of the super-Virasoro algebra.
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